Tool Reconditioning
Emuge offers **tool grinding / reconditioning** in the U.S. for all Emuge taps, drills and end mills, in addition to other brands of carbide drills and carbide end mills.

The Emuge Corp. West Boylston, MA USA North American Headquarters features a clean, all-new, state-of-the-art manufacturing facility including the latest high precision CNC grinding machines and inspection equipment for reconditioning tools for U.S. and Canadian customers.

Emuge is committed to providing customers the same high quality, accuracy and precision in reconditioned tools that you expect with brand new Emuge tools.

Reconditioning your Emuge tools through Emuge makes sense. Emuge has the knowledge and manufacturing expertise to refurbish an Emuge tool to its original condition and specification, providing **maximum performance levels, predictable operation and longer life** than any other method, all at a modest investment for the utmost value.
All **reconditioning** orders are carefully handled and processed from your initial request and tool evaluation through to manufacturing, inspection and delivery.

- Emuge inspects and evaluates all tools received.
- Tools that are either damaged or worn beyond repair are returned with a report summarizing reasons the tools cannot be refurbished.
- We recommend that tools sent to Emuge include instructions that indicate key requirements such as minimum flute length, tool length and diameter, coatings, etc.
- Emuge furnishes you a complete quote and description of the work to be performed.
- Upon approval, tools acceptable for reconditioning will be entered into production and etched for tracking and traceability.
- Tools are reconditioned, inspected, and return-shipped in individual or bulk protective packaging.
Inspection

Using state-of-the-art inspection equipment, skilled Emuge inspectors closely examine all tool features to ensure that specified geometry, angles, flutes and teeth are precisely reconditioned to specification. Inspectors verify all critical dimensions.

Shipping

Emuge reconditioning quote and report forms are provided with every order.

Rugged protective containers for shipping tools and individual or bulk packaging provided as needed.
Reconditioning Services

Emuge Reconditioning offers:

- Complete inspection and quotation.
- Complete regrinding to the original geometry of the tool.
- Reconditioning of Emuge Taps.
- Reconditioning of Emuge Drills and End Mills, or other brands of drills and end mills.
- Corner radius, Weldon flats and other modifications to standard end mills.
- PVD Coatings via state-of-the-art coating system.
- Prompt delivery of reground tools.
Visit the new Emuge Corp. Technology Center in West Boylston, MA USA, an all-new research and development facility for U.S. and Canadian manufacturers. The center is an ideal resource for applying cutting tool application strategies and it includes a state of the art showroom and training facility equipped with the latest 3 and 5-axis CNC machining centers. The technology center offers an in-depth test cuts program, CNC programming assistance and full training programs.